Value Schools of California Charter Schools Association  
- Jose Esquivel, Technology Administrator

What challenges were you trying to solve?  
Our primary challenge was to find a comprehensive solution that could manage the thousands of devices that we have across our different school locations. We were interested in a solution that would support multi-platform devices and maintain them on an equivalent level of functionality. We also needed to ensure that our users could implement our chosen solution with ease. This way, it would become a valuable resource in the classroom, rather than a burden.

How has NetSupport School Helped at your organization?  
NetSupport School has really helped our IT team increase its productivity. The Tech Console allows us to work more efficiently and frees up time for us to focus on additional tasks.

What do other staff in your organization think of NetSupport School?  
The teachers in our schools love using NetSupport School because it supports the mixed environments that we use. Finding a solution that we could use with both our Windows and Mac computers was challenging, but now we support both of these platforms through NetSupport School (Windows) and NetSupport Assist (Macs).

How do NetSupport solutions compare to previous solutions your school has used?  
Compared to other solutions that we trialed, NetSupport School was easy to install and provided an impressive amount of flexibility. While other solutions were primarily Active Directory-based, NetSupport School offered both Active Directory plus the ability to make changes manually, which gives us much more flexibility.

Edmonds School District  
- Michelle Ehl, CTE Specialist

What challenges were you trying to solve?  
We wanted a product to help firstly, with classroom management, to help teachers to monitor student computer use in classrooms of up to 31 students; and secondly, with remote tech support, to enable the computer technician to service multiple locations from a remote site.

How is the software currently being used in your organization?  
We installed it in multiple CTE (Career & Technical Education) computer labs in five high school buildings. Teachers use the software to monitor students' use during class and like the fact that they can intervene immediately if inappropriate use occurs. Our tech consultant states "NetSupport is a critical tool for me to maintain our classrooms".

Why did you choose our product?  
Education staff and our computer consultant chose this product together, based on its affordability and recommendation from others who highlighted the features they use, such as student blocking and screen monitoring and how it benefits their school.

How/where has NetSupport added value?  
We’re very pleased with this product as NetSupport School has helped us save money, increase productivity, and save time. It’s an easy to use product for both tech support and use as a teaching tool.

Fulton County School District  
- Deborah Austin, Teacher

What challenges were you trying to solve?  
We wanted to find a way of managing multiple student computers so at a glance we can see what they are all doing, ensuring students are focused on the task in hand.

How is the software currently being used in your organization?  
I have been using it in my lab to assist with student monitoring of websites and demonstrating uses of software and applications. I also use it for random selection of students during class to assess their understanding.

Why did you choose our product?  
I have been a NetSupport user for over 12 years and I love that it allows me to interact with the students and control their computers. I like being able to demonstrate and communicate to and with them.

How/where has NetSupport added value?  
NetSupport School is easy to use and saves time. Instead of having to go to each student for demonstrations, I can project what I am doing onto their screens - and even talk to them individually through a headset.

Read more of our success stories at:  
We use NetSupport School in our high school to manage the technology in two computer labs, using features such as monitoring and controlling student screens, assessment tools, showcasing the teacher’s screen and sharing lesson content.

- Jerry Shipman, St Vincent Pallotti High School

We’ve used NetSupport School for about 7 years and found it very important for our instruction on our computer labs.

- Michael White, Cedar Valley College

NetSupport is a game changer in the classroom! It’s a fantastic way to get instant feedback.

- Kim Bennett, Cherokee County School

I simply couldn’t imagine teaching without NetSupport School!

- Jay Lohmer, Meridian ISD

NetSupport School helps me manage my classroom by allowing me to monitor and restrict access to the internet.

- Stephanie Cole, Northside ISD

With Unmatched Support, affordability and reliability, NetSupport School is better than anyone in the sector!

- David Boswell, Leander ISD

NetSupport School is critical for our 1:1 initiative. It’s a great tool!

- Chris Bohne, Bloomington Public Schools

NetSupport allows me to monitor my student’s involvement and because of that they can be more successful.

- Charles Cobbins, Tulsa Public Schools

www.netsupportschool.com